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Applications?
Ø Speech recognition
Ø

Predict text from sound

Ø Machine translation
Ø

Predict text from text

Ø Text to speech
Ø

Predict sound from text

Ø Sentiment analysis
Ø

Predict sentiment from text

Ø Automated question answering
Ø

Predict text from (text, images, datasets)

Ø Information retrieval
Ø

Ranking/clustering (text, images, and data) according a query

What makes language challenging?
Ø Representation (inputs)
Ø Images are easy to represent as tensors
Ø Word sequences are more complex

Ø Often structured prediction (outputs)
Ø Example: predicting complete sentences

Ø Requires semantic knowledge and logical reasoning
Ø “One morning I shot an elephant in my pajamas. How he got
into my pajamas I’ll never know.”

Ø Substantial variation across languages
Ø Each language historically required different methods

Two NLP Systems Papers
Speech Recognition

Machine Translation
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We show that an end-to-end deep learning approach can be used to recognize
either English or Mandarin Chinese speech—two vastly different languages. Because it replaces entire pipelines of hand-engineered components with neural networks, end-to-end learning allows us to handle a diverse variety of speech including noisy environments, accents and different languages. Key to our approach is
our application of HPC techniques, resulting in a 7x speedup over our previous
system [26]. Because of this efficiency, experiments that previously took weeks
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systems, which rely on laboriously engineered processing pipelines; these traditional systems also tend to perform poorly when used in noisy environments. In
contrast, our system does not need hand-designed components to model backWreck
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ground noise, reverberation, or speaker variation, but instead directly learns a
function that is robust to such effects. We do not need a phoneme dictionary,
nor even the concept of a “phoneme.” Key to our approach is a well-optimized
RNN training system that uses multiple GPUs, as well as a set of novel data synthesis techniques that allow us to efficiently obtain a large amount of varied data
for training. Our system, called Deep Speech, outperforms previously published
results on the widely studied Switchboard Hub5’00, achieving 16.0% error on the
full test set. Deep Speech also handles challenging noisy environments better than
widely used, state-of-the-art commercial speech systems.

Ø Previously:
HMMs with
(deep) acoustic
models.
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Introduction

Top speech recognition systems rely on sophisticated pipelines composed of multiple algorithms
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Big Ideas
Ø Demonstrates super human performance from an
end-to-end deep learning approach
Ø Input spectrograms, output letters (graphemes, bi-graphemes)

Ø Presents a single model and system for both
English and Mandarin Speech Recognition
Ø Previous work required separate approaches

Ø Well presented/evaluated ideas:
Ø Data collection and preparation
Ø System training and inference performance
Ø Ablation studies for many of the design decisions

Model Innovations
Ø Predict letters (pairs of letters) directly from spectrograms
Ø Emerging trend at this point

Ø Deeper Models enabled by:
Ø Heavy use of batch normalization

Ø SortaGrad curriculum learning
Ø Train on shorter (easier) inputs first à improves/stabilizes training

Ø 2D convolution on spectrogram inputs
Ø Striding to reduce runtime

system with an N-gram language model since these models are easily trained from huge unlabeled
text corpora. For comparison, while our speech datasets typically include up to 3 million utterances,
the N-gram language model used for the experiments in Section 5.2 is trained from a corpus of 220
million phrases, supporting a vocabulary of 495,000 words.4

Ø Simple 5-Gram language model
RNN output

Decoded Transcription

what is the weather like in bostin right now
prime miniter nerenr modi
arther n tickets for the game

what is the weather like in boston right now
prime minister narendra modi
are there any tickets for the game

Table 1: Examples of transcriptions directly from the RNN (left) with errors that are fixed by addition of a language model (right).

Ø Prediction
requires
beam
maximize
that is most
probable according
to both thesearch
RNN output andto
the language
model (where the language
Given the output P(c|x) of our RNN we perform a search to find the sequence of characters c1 , c2 , . . .

model interprets the string of characters as words). Specifically, we aim to find a sequence c that
maximizes the combined objective:
Q(c) = log(P(c|x)) + ↵ log(Plm (c)) +

word count(c)

where ↵ and are tunable parameters (set by cross-validation) that control the trade-off between
the RNN, the language model constraint and the length of the sentence. The term Plm denotes the
probability of the sequence c according to the N-gram model. We maximize this objective using a
highly optimized beam search algorithm, with a typical beam size in the range 1000-8000—similar
to the approach described by Hannun et al. [16].

3

Optimizations

As noted above, we have made several design decisions to make our networks amenable to highspeed execution (and thus fast training). For example, we have opted for homogeneous rectifiedlinear networks that are simple to implement and depend on just a few highly-optimized BLAS

Model and System Co-Design
Ø Minimize bi-directional layers to enable faster inference
Ø Introduce row convolutions

Bidirectional
RNN
Placed at top of network

Variations in approach for Mandarin
Key Observation: Minimal changes required
Ø Did not need to explicitly model language specific
pronunciation
Ø Output requires extension to 6000 characters + Roman
alphabet
Ø Shorter beam searches

Data Preparation
Ø Used models to align transcription with audio
Ø Used models to identify bad transcriptions
Ø Data augmentation
Ø Adding synthetic noise

Ø Constructed human baseline

Systems Innovations in Training
Ø Synchronous Distributed SGD for better reproducibility
Ø Custom GPU implementation of CTC Loss
Ø Combinatorial evaluation

Ø Optimized all-reduce with GPUDirect communication
Ø Substantial performance gains

Ø Custom memory allocators and fallback for long
utterances
Ø 45% of peak theoretical performance per node.

Innovations during Inference
Ø Batch Dispatch:

Ø Combines queries when possible to improve throughput

Ø Low bit precision (16bit) floating point arithmetic
Ø Optimized Small Batch GPU GEMM Kernels
Ø Reduced beam search to most likely characters
Ø Speeds up Mandarin by 150x

Ø P98 latency of 67 milliseconds with 10 streams per server
Ø Is this good?

Metrics of Success
Ø Word error rate
Ø Similar to edit distance measures frequency of substitutions,
deletions, and insertions

https://awni.github.io/speech-recognition/

Big Results
Ø Outperforms humans on several benchmarks

Limitations and Future Impact
Future Impact
Ø Provided substantial evidence of end-to-end approach
Ø May be in use at Baidu?
Ø Batching techniques appear in other inference systems
Limitations
Ø Not clear how to personalize?
Ø Substantial computational costs at prediction time
Ø Difficult to reproduce results (no code or data released)

